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For most softwares this ground truth has been aquired from a team of doctors and not from a single individual. The technical jargon and philosophy are completely different in the medical and engineering field, and hence, there is room for miscommunication. Lack of communication between the doctors and the engineers coding the software is thus one of the pitfalls; heterogeneity and inaccuracy of information are the others. Because the entire ground truth has not been obtained from a single individual, there is room for conflicting entries, and thus, a cause for future "bugs" in the system. However, if the entire ground truth is obtained from a single individual there is a chance of it being completely wrong. Hence, the team of doctors needs to be chosen wisely so as to achieve a balance between accuracy and heterogeneity.
Speaking of balance another important parameter that can be titrated is the sensitivity and specificity of the software. This is usually done by setting a specific cut-off for each of the parameters. As a general rule, specificity is inversely proportional to sensitivity -hence, if you do not want to miss out on identifying any subject with disease (high sensitivity), you have the risk of falsely identifying a few (more false positives hence less specific) or vice versa. At first sight, this may seem completely alien to how we humans think, however, it has more similarities than what meets the eye; no pun intended. We as doctors are taught to have a "high index" of suspicion when there certain risk factors present for a few diseases, which in effect translates to increase our sensitivity and lowering our specificity. We must understand that AI is nothing but a simulation of RI or real intelligence -our collective human conscience. Hence, these algorithms can be programmed to adjust their thresholds depending on a few patient parameters such as elder age, duration of disease, sugar levels, etc.
However, we come back to one question -do we need AI? Do we need AI when we have RI? Most of the reasoning behind AI revolves around how it is automated, and hence, can reach areas with limited access to healthcare -i.e. reach where RI cannot, and hence, it is not a replacement for humans but works as an assistant. This is an essential ego boost critical to the growth of AI in a world where a large number of doctors feel threatened by the astronomical growth of AI applications in the last decade. The fact that AI works unaffected by emotions is an aspect not much talked about. The emotional state of a human has significant effects on the decision-making and hence leads to variability (inter and intraobserver) in the clinical decisions. AI offers a more stable state and hence can be more predictable.
Thus, we have seen that a good ground truth is the foundation of AI, adequacy of data input is an advantage for AI in ophthalmology, tweaking thresholds depending on risk factors can make AI more dynamic and relevant, AI can be more consistent and predictable than the human mind, and can reach places where humans cannot; thus, leaving us human doctors to do the most "human" thing in healthcare, something conspicuously absent from many of us -the human touch. It will be exciting to see if in future AI can help make healthcare more predictable and reliable, whereas we doctors make it more human and compassionate.
